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GREETINGS FROM THE FOUNDER
Happy Summer Everyone! I know that this update
is long overdue. There is so much going on and I
look forward to telling you all about the news.
We recently revamped our website and are so
proud of it, as it truly displays who we are.
Manja and Dirk
meet
baby Summer

We want to give special thanks to those families
who were kind enough to agree to be part of our
videos and testimonials: Noelle and Mario Frieson; Miranda and
Darren Vanderwal; Mary and Andrew Kasper; Randy Alexander
and Patricia Van Der Burgt; Nicole and Gerwin Haumann; Alex
Veldhuizen and Marco Banis; Lisa Homa, Bennet Windheim and
Ellis; Remco Lentjes and Martijn Nieuenhuizen with Dan; Johan
Schaap and Marlies Bakker; Sonja Jansen and Nicole van Gastel;
and Sam and Nancy Rosario. Without you, our web site would be
missing the warmth and realness of true adoptive families.
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You may have noticed the spectacular Birth
Mother Drawings on the site. I would like to extend our appreciation to Jennifer Park, mother
of Graham and Sam who are also pictured in this
newsletter. In addition to being an awesome
mom, Jennifer is a talented Artist.
This year, Laura Hoffman, LCSW, has
been our traveling CEU gal.
As you know, Laura is a
highly talented and licensed
clinical social worker with
over twenty years of experience. She has devised both a
three hour, and most recently, a one hour CEU on

adoption which she has been presenting throughout the tri-state
area at various hospitals, community pregnancy centers and
prenatal clinics. The response
has been overwhelming! Merle
has been traveling along to
most sites to lend support and
Kyle, Jon
and baby
more knowledge about adopAlexande
tion. I also have to give special
r
credit to Mary Kasper, our
Adoption Coordinator, who regularly
builds in community visits to her busy office schedule.
Meanwhile, Merle has been overseeing the efforts to get ready
for New Jersey and Delaware licensing, which just took place, and
were quite successful. Merle’s eye for administrative detail and
process have been a huge “plus” to Adoption ARC as she continues to lead us into our twentieth year. As most of you
know, Merle has attained a Master’s Degree in
both Technical Writing and Counseling psychology.
We have had quite a few
placements and will share
Daphne and Mi
some photos with you, alDinand meet bascha, and
by Feline
though we update most
frequently through our
Facebook page. If you have
not yet done so, please “friend” us for updates. Our 200th friend will receive a comDanielle and her mom
at the passport office
memorative Adoption ARC 20th Anniversary
th
t-shirt. The same will go for our 300 and
400th. Our 500th friend will receive a $100
check.
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My GIFT TO yOU
By S. Marie
An Adoption ARC Birth Mother

Hello readers my name is S. Marie. I placed my
daughter for adoption in May of 2000. When
I learned that I was expecting my second child,
I was scared, not knowing how I would take
care of two children without a job. You see,
my son was only a year and a half, and I was
living with my Grandmother, who would not
chez
n
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allow another baby into her house.
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Not knowing what to do, I called the only
person who I knew wouldn’t judge me or
be upset with me-my son’s Grandmother.
She was very supportive, taking the time
out of her busy day to locate an adoption
agency, and made the appointment.

In the mean
time, it was
getting a lot
Birth mom meet
harder
to try
s adoptive
parents with baby
and hide the
fact that I
was expecting… The day came for my appointment, and I had mixed
feelings going to meet with Tara
and the staff at Adoption ARC. I
didn’t know what to expect, but
once I got there I felt welcomed,
like I was at home. I looked
over a few profiles and chose
to have an open adoption.

The day came for us to be discharged
and I was both happy and sad – happy
because I knew that she would be in
good hands, but sad because she wasn’t
coming home with me.

n

I went through a depressed stage, but
Tara and Adoption ARC staff were excellent in supporting me. I could call anytime, day or night, and talk
with someone if I had to.
Shortly after I placed, I had gotten a job and was able to move
out of my Grandmother’s house. Through the years, my daughter’s family and I kept in touch. I would get pictures and letters
every time that the Adoptive Mom took pictures. In the summer,
we would make plans for the kids to spend a day together. They
got a long well. It was as if they just played together all of the
time. We had become each other’s extended family. I met some members of
their family and they met select members
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All I could do was shake my head in disbelief. You are not
thinking about how I will feed, clothe and house her, but
rather, the state of her hair! No one, it seemed, was looking
at the bigger picture- except me. That was my job. The father
of the baby was supportive of the plan, and although we were
no longer together, he was willing to be part of the legal
process.
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Everything went smoothly after the delivery. In the hospital, I wasn’t going to hold my
Eric with
Bianca and
baby daughter, but, then, I thought, “Why
by Mitch
ba
Jackie and
not?” Tara told me that it was not possible
to say “goodbye” without saying “hello”…
The baby was crying, and
nothing I did or tried to do
would calm her down. I
began to talk and tell her
why I was placing her for
adoption... Saying the
Meeting Boyd
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continued on pg. 2

The day came for me to give birth and I went to the
hospital. I didn’t want anyone trying to talk me out of
it. You see, my family wasn’t supportive of my decision to place her (my baby) for adoption, especially
with a white family, since I am African American. All
they kept saying was, “ How are they going to care for
her? What about her hair?
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reasons out loud helped me to process
this difficult decision. Then, she
stopped crying and she smiled. That
smile told me that I was making the
right choice.
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MY GIFT...continued

of mine (the ones who were open to meet them).
Six years later, I got pregnant again, and was going through a depression. I didn’t want my daughter or her family to be upset
with me. I thought that she would hate me and feel angry and betrayed that I placed her for adoption, but chose to parent her big
and little brothers. I called Tara and told her how I was feeling
and she assured me that the feelings I had were normal. We discussed how I wasn’t the same person I was in 2000. My circumstances had changed. My son was older, I was
working and I was ready to parent another child. I felt
encouraged.
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Once I had my son, we
scheduled a date so my
Cheyenne and Jay
da get a Disney
Surprise from mo
daughter could meet her
m and dad
Rob, Laura
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new baby brother. I was
Julian
nervous, but she took it
like a champ, and the visit was
Kyra’s lovely br
aids
a good one. Since then, we’ve
gone to their house to hang
Floyd, Je
As the years went on, she has warmed up to me, and now, when
nna, Jim
out.
We’ve taken the kids to
and Quint
en
we see each other, it’s high five’s and hugs. She’s also a big sister
amusement parks as well. They
in her family as well. I met her new little sister, who is also African
have a very close relationship.
American, along with her birth mother and siblings.
Her relationship with her bothEvery year, my daughter’s family takes part in walks for adoption.
ers during these visits was great. She would
They have moved into a more racially diverse area so they are
talk and play with them without any probaround more people of color.
lems, but things were a little more strained
between her and me. We had to build a relaMy work in the adoption arena goes on. I am excited to begin
tionship.
working as a leader in our new Adoption ARC Birth Mother Support Group. I am also interested in doing more peer counseling.
During some visits she would talk to me, and
Dean surrounded
We are in the process of putting together a short documentary
others she wouldn’t. She was never rude, but
by love
for birth and adoptive families to speak out about our individual
I guess she had to warm up to me. Maybe
experiences.
she was not sure what my role was. I always
assured her that her Adoptive Mom was
I wouldn’t change anything if I had to do it over again, and that
her mother, and that would never change,
was 13 years ago! I have talked with other expectant mothers
but I am her birth mother and also have
about adoption; letting them know that it’s ok to place your child
a role in her life and
or children. You are giving your child the gift of life and giving
care for her deeply.
adoptive parents the blessing and gift of a family.
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TEENS AND TWEENS LET”S HEAR FROM yOU!

Tytianna, age 15: “What adoption means to me?...to me adoption
means having the opportunity to be placed with a loving family
who cares for you.”

So, our kids are getting older:
Thank goodness, we are not!
Recently, I gave a “shout-out”
to our teens and tweens on
our Facebook page. I asked to
hear their voices about adopher, Steven
tion. More specifically: their
Kelly and brot
Leslie
Mom,
and
thoughts,
feelings,
or
quesAlissa
tions about adoption. I wanted
to know what is special about their family
and their experiences.
Below are some of the wonderful ARC kids
who shared what adoption means to them:
Sarah, age 11: Adoption means that your
Birth Parents must really love you because
a they try to give you a better life-that they
g
in
k
c
1, ro
, age 1 ess
could not provide. I once wrote a letter
Tessie
dr
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c
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to my Birthmom. I was so happy when
she responded to my letter. I think that it is good
to get in touch with your Birthparents. That’s what I think
about adoption!
Ethan, age 7: Adoption means you can
have two Moms or two dads. Adoption
means you can have other sisters or
brothers. Adoption means you can have
African American Moms or Dads. Adoption means that you can have White
Moms or Dads. Adoption
means
that
your Moms or
Dads love you.
me
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Mikalah, age 14:
“What adoption
means to me?... I am accepted into
a family who truly loves and cares for me.”
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RECRUITING THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
By Zoe Chronis and Tara Gutterman

As ARC nears its twentieth anniversary, our
children are growing up and are beginning to
get plugged into Facebook, Instagram, and
the like. This can be a mixed blessing for any
child and parent. First of all, we know there
are predators out there and we instruct our
kids to beware, but they are “feeling their
oats” and do not always take heed.

l Dutch girl
Ella is a typica

Some of my friends insist on monitoring their
children’s Facebook pages, emails and cell
phones to see what is “going on.” Others do not
allow their children to have access to social
media. However, let’s face it, you can probably
create a Facebook page and email account at
your friend’s house. In any event, it is a precarTwo Beautiful athletesious line to walk.
the Stevelink sisters

Baby Chiara

As members of the adoption community, we have another issue
to confront: the search. Do we search for birth parents for our
kids? Is it ethical? What is the right age to do this? The law says
that age 18 is the age of majority; yet, some kids want to reach
out earlier. What do you do if your child does this independently
of you? What do you do if a birth
parent or birth relative reaches out
to your or your child?

Chiaraage 16
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These are all complex questions.
The information age is new and
daunting, but maybe you can
agree to set up some rules in
your house. First of all, many
families institute time limits as to
computer, phone, and tablet use.
Welcome Hom
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RECRUITING...continued

Secondly, you may want to request that your tween or teen only
“friends” those people approved by you.
Thirdly, you may require that all incoming messages and emails
from a new or “strange” address only be opened by you, the parent.
What if your child and/or you wish to search? Ethically, I would request that you contact Adoption ARC to review this idea with the
Social Work Supervisor and Founder, and ask yourself the following questions: What are your reasons to do this at this time in your
child’s life? What does the birth family desire as to contact? Let
Adoption ARC be the mediator. Although it is possible that the
birth parent may welcome this contact- please make sure that
you, along with Adoption ARC, have set up clear boundaries with
specific guidelines.

mom. He and his family attempted to do
so through Facebook without Adoption
ARC’s intervention.
The birth mom did not respond. She had
written, long ago, that due to the painful
nature of the child’s conception, she did
not want any information divulged about
her in the future and would NOT welcome
any future contact.

lfie"
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While having Adoption ARC act as the intermediary would not have changed the outcome, professional intervention may have aided in preparing Lewis for this negative
outcome. Also, unwelcome contact can be viewed as a violation
of the birth mother’s privacy, and Adoption ARC may have been
able to counsel the family about this issue and provided an alternative method to assist Lewis with his questions.

Below you will find a vignette of an experience we recently had.
Adoptive mother, Ella, recently requested our assistance in identifying the biological brother of her sixteen-year old daughter,
Maya. Maya had reached out to this young man via Facebook, so
they understandably had excitement but hesitation, moving forward without Adoption ARC guidance.
Fortunately, Adoption ARC was able to help verify the biological
brother’s identity and Ella determined that it was in Maya’s best
interests to connect with him. Maya is sixteen years old and she
now communicates with her birth brother, Evan, through supervised texting.
With Evan’s help, we also got in touch
with their birth mother, and they were all
able to reconnect! While this story has a
happy ending, there can be another outcome as well. Your child and you need
to be prepared for that and the feelings
of sadness and rejection, which could
follow in an attempt to reunite.
Fifteen year old Lewis wanted nothing
more than to connect with his birth

Some issues which may be encountered, when establishing contact with birth families could be, but not limited, to the following:
drug and/or alcohol addiction; incarceration; rape and/or mental
illness. Before contact of any type is attempted, our children need
to be prepared for what they may find.
Although Facebook can aid in the search for family members, it
can also jeopardize privacy and trust. Every family should approach online communication with care. To avoid any misunderstandings, always refer to ARC before making connections.

SEARCHING
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Well, we turned 19 years’ old in March, and our kids are reaching
majority, age 18. Some have started the search process, which
brought Merle, Laura and I to some ethical considerations. How
does the law (which says that at 18- with birth parent consent)
mesh with responsible social work? Sure, we can just make copies
of information and send it out to an adult adoptee, but really, that
is not considering where the adoptee is mentally or emotionally.
Thus, we have created our Application for Search
Services, which requires these young adults to
answer some questions (ie: What are three goals
you hope to accomplish with this search?) We
also ask them to disclose the contact information
for any mental health provider they see and request the ability to speak to that provider.
Finally, we highly encourage two telephone interviews with Laura Hoffman, LCSW – one to assess the adoptee and one to review information
about his or her birth family. So far, this
methodology seems to be working well. So,
please remember, when your child turns eighteen and wishes to search, we welcome him or
her and will assist you through this process of
discovery.

union 2012

Photos from re
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PERMANENT TAX CREDIT
AND UPDATES

and
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On January 2, 2013 the Adoption Tax Credit
was made permanent by the signing of the
American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012. However, the credit is not refundable. This means
that lower income families will not be able to
take advantage of this benefit.
For 2013, the maximum adoption credit and
exclusion is $12,970. The credit
will begin to phase out for families with modified adjusted
gross incomes above $194,580,
and the credit will go away completely for those with incomes
above
around
$234,580.

For 2013 and beyond, the credit
will remain flat for special needs
Patrick, Ca
adoptions, meaning that families
rolina, Ann
a and
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who
adopt children from the U.S.
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and
receive
adoption
assistance/adoption subsidy benefits can claim the maximum credit,
regardless of their expenses. For other
adoptions (except
for
step-parent
adoptions), parents
can claim the credit
An Oldie but a goodiebased on their qualthe Lynch family
ified adoption expenses.
The karate kids at
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On April 17, 2013, Representative Bruce

FINANCIALLy AFFORDING ADOPTION
The Federal Tax Credit certainly assists in
recouping some of the fees spent on
adoption expenses. How can you obtain
financial assistance to afford the adoption initially? I have listed a few agencies
that may offer grants or loans to qualified applicants. Please remember that
these are just some ideas. Please
Google each for their web site, requirements
and
Boaz a
process.
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Let
people
know that you are saving
money to adopt. Network with other
adoptive parents to see how they afforded
their process. Look into cash advances
from credit cards, second mortgages,
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Consider borrowing from
your life insurance policy, 401(k),
pension plan, or taking out a line of
credit. You may also want to contact your employer to see if adoption benefits are offered.
Or,
contact your religious organizations, which may also be able to
offer some financial assistance.
Persistence and hard work (research) pay off!!

www.giftofadoption.org
Helpusadopt.org
www.achildwaits.org

Braley (D-IA) introduced the “Making
Adoption Affordable” Bill (HR4373). This bill, if passed, would
set the permanent adoption credit to $13,
360.00 and make it refundable. This bill has
bipartisan support.
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On September 21, 2012, Sentators Landrieu
(D-LA), Bunt (R-Mo), Hutchinson (R-Tx) and
Cardin (D-Maryland) introduced S-3616 into
the Senate, which would make the Adoption
Tax Credit inclusive, flat for special needs
adoptions, refundable and permanent.
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The credit is not refundable for 2013
or future years, but the credit can be
carried forward for up to five additional years. Please contact your
Senators and Representatives to
make your voices heard.
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A LEGAL LESSON

LEGAL NEWS
by Tara Gutterman, Esquire

by Tara Gutterman, Esquire

Many of you have been asking me what the Indian Child Welfare
Act is and when it applies. So, here’s the “scoop.”
1. What is ICWA, and why was it passed?
“ICWA” stands for the Indian Child Welfare Act, which is a federal
law that was passed in 1978. ICWA was passed in response to the
alarmingly high number of Indian children being removed from
their homes by both public and private agencies. The intent of
Congress under ICWA was to “protect the best interests of Indian
children and to promote the stability and security of Indian tribes
and families” (25 U.S.C. § 1902). ICWA sets federal requirements
that apply to state child custody proceedings involving an Indian
child who is a member of or eligible for membership in a federally
recognized tribe.
2. How does ICWA protect Native American/Alaska Native children and their families?
When ICWA applies to a child’s case, the child’s tribe and family
will have an opportunity to be involved in decisions affecting
services for the Indian child. A tribe or a parent can also petition
to transfer jurisdiction of the case to their own tribal court. ICWA
sets out federal requirements regarding removal and placement
of Indian children in foster or adoptive homes and allows the
child’s tribe to intervene in the case.
3. Who is covered by ICWA?
Indian children involved in state child custody proceedings are
covered by ICWA. A person may define his or her identity as Indian, but in order for ICWA to apply, the involved child must be
an Indian child as defined by the law. ICWA defines an “Indian
child” as “any unmarried person who is under age eighteen and
is either (a) a member of an Indian
tribe or (b) is eligible for membership
in an Indian tribe and is the biological child of a member of an Indian
tribe” (25 U.S.C. § 1903). Under federal law, individual tribes have the
right to determine eligibility, membership, or both. However, in order
for ICWA to apply, the child must be
a member of or eligible for membership in a federally recognized tribe. Sander, Peter and Levi

ICWA does not apply to
divorce proceedings,
intra-family disputes,
juvenile delinquency
proceedings, or cases
under tribal court jurisdiction.
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Our domestic program is growing well with weekly meeting sessions with Prospective adoptive applicants. It is always such a
pleasure to work from start to finish with our local families.
In addition, our Hague Adoptions are progressing well here in the
United States with our client base expanding from The Netherlands and Germany to Canada (back again after a short hiatus),
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and now, possibly Ireland.
As you know, the Council on Accreditation in New York (COA)
oversees Adoption ARC and our Hague License. In combination
with our very progressive US State Department, I attended a
meeting of outgoing providers in New York with the Ministry of
Belgium.
Belgium is examining the US interpretation of the Hague Treaty,
which permits birth families to choose adoptive parents from
abroad if they feel that it is the best placement for their child.
Some countries do not accept this interpretation and believe
that an agency must exhaust all in-country resources before
looking out of country.
In late June of 2013, there was a meeting set up with the Ministry
of Ireland. It was interesting to see their perspective on this
matter.
In late April of 2013, I attended the annual American Academy
of Adoption Attorneys conference in San Diego. As always, it is
an amazing learning experience and a great time to network with
colleagues. I participated in some invaluable trainings on birth
father rights and the Indian Child Welfare Act- all crucial components of the US adoption process.
One of the most well known current Supreme Court cases includes that of Baby Veronica- which we discussed. Some of our
colleagues were called publicly to comment on this matter.
This legal battle involves a biological father fighting for custody
of his daughter who was placed for adoption by the birth mother
and had lived with an adoptive family for more than two years.
It’s not every day the Supreme Court gets involved with adoption
cases, but this one is unique because Baby Veronica’s biological
father is a member of the Cherokee nation, her mother is Latina,
and her adoptive parents are white. These seemingly mundane
details make the case subject to the Indian Child Welfare Act
(ICWA).

Dusten Brown, who is some part Cherokee, and Christina Maldonado had been engaged for one month when Maldonado discovered she was pregnant. Brown reportedly
wanted to get married right
away. Maldonado balked.
They separated. Brown
informed Maldonado, via
text message, that he
would rather relinquish
parental rights than pay
child support. Maldonado
Mikayla knows that you
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read the Torah
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LEGAL NEWS...continued

Kyra Sha
relle

olina. When Brown
learned his child
was being adopted,
he changed his mind
and, with the support of the ICWA,
took steps to regain
his parental rights.

ARC final hearings

The adoptive family was ordered by a South
Carolina Supreme Court to relinquish baby
Veronica to Brown when she was 27-months old. Baby Veronica
moved in with Brown and his wife 17 months prior.

On June 24, 2013, the Supreme Court ruled on this important
matter. Writing for the majority, Justice Samuel Alito said the
ICWA would not protect the rights of a father who had never
had custody of his child. He added that the ban on non-Indian
adoptions under the ICWA did not apply when the “parent abandoned the Indian child before birth and never had custody of
the child.”
Justice Alito added that the ICWA also does not “bar a non-Indian
family like the Adoptive Couple involved in this case, from adopting an Indian child when no other eligible candidates have sought
to adopt the child.”
The Supreme Court of the United States was certainly busy in
June of 2013. The court invalidated the Defense of Marriage Act,
which denied federal benefits to gay couples who are legally married in their states, including Social Security survivor benefits,
immigration rights and family leave.
Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing for the majority in a 5-4 decision, said that the act wrote inequality into federal law and violated the Fifth Amendment’s protection of equal liberty. “DOMA’s
principal effect is to identify a subset of state-sanctioned marriages and make them unequal,” he wrote.
We applaud this courageous and intelligent decision and send
blessings and support to our same sex families who have recently
decided to “take the plunge” together after decades of being in
a committed partnership: Pam Allen and Michelle Case and Pat
Hilsher and Sherry Booher. Finally, the US is catching up to our
enlightened, loving parents who have been raising beautiful
Adoption ARC children for two decades. Mazel Tov!
When a child moves from one state to another, Adoption ARC
performs an Interstate Compact. Well, what is it? Are there
changes on the horizon?

physical evaluation of their home, criminal and child abuse background checks, personal and professional references, foster or
adoptive parent training, and case worker recommendations.
Once the placement is determined to be “not contrary to the welfare of the child” and the child is placed, the receiving state is
responsible for ongoing supervision of the placement and for providing support services to the family and regular reports to the
sending state agency and court. In addition, agreement must be
reached between the sending and receiving states on how services and supports will be financed. This can be complex as it may
involve cooperation of several systems in both states, including
education, mental health, and education.
The existing compact provision and rules are administered by the
Association of Administrators of the Interstate Compact on the
Placement of Children (AAICPC), which is an affiliate of APHSA.
It is a professional association of government officials and also
serves as the administrative body charged with carrying out the
terms of the current compact provisions and rules. This body,
however, is not specifically designated under the compact, nor is
it given specific authority to make and enforce rules or the provisions of the compact.
The proposed Interstate Compact for the Placement of Children
provides a solid legal framework for ensuring the timely placement of children across state lines, the suitability of prospective
families, and the provision of needed support services. The proposed compact: (1) narrows the applicability of the compact to
the interstate placement of children in the foster care system
and children placed across state lines for adoption; (2) requires
the development of time frames for completion of the approval
process; (3) establishes clear rulemaking authority, (4) provides
enforcement mechanisms; (5) clarifies state responsibility; and
(6) ensures states’ ability to purchase home studies from licensed agencies to expedite the process. For more information,
please tab “the new interstate compact “ on this site:
icpc.aphsa.org.
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The current ICPC was drafted in 1960 and has been enacted by
all states, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. It
is the only public law in existence to ensure that children placed
across state lines for foster care or adoption are placed with persons who are safe, suitable, and able to
provide proper care. It also fixes legal
and financial responsibility and responsibility for supervision and the provision of services for the child.
The ICPC process entails a complete
home study conducted by the receiving state. This involves assessments
of social and medical histories of the Nicole
and So
and their
placement family, their backgrounds, love, Sam at thenja
final hearing
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parenting and discipline styles, employment and financial histories,
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INTERIM CARE
by Jenna Perez, LSW

Rob, Marc an
d Ivy
with Miss Bren
da

By Mary E. Kasper, M.A.
Adoption Coordinator

Foster parents are essential to the success
of Adoption. The job is unpredictable, challenging, and emotional. Foster parents
must be ready at a moment’s notice to receive an infant into their home. They must
be prepared and available at all times.

There are very few people who have the time, energy, and heart
to be a foster parent, but Adoption ARC has four great families
who have exceeded our expectations.
Adoption ARC provides its own foster care independent of the
state foster care system to provide daily, individualized care to
our children before placement, if needed.
Three years ago Deborah Thomas began
serving as a foster mother for Adoption
ARC. After teaching English in Pennsylvania and Texas for over 30 years, she was
looking for something rewarding to do during retirement. She heard about the foster
parent position through her sister and deMiss Loretta,
Quinte and Mi Bas, Rene,
ss Loretta’s
cided to inquire about the opening. Debomother
rah was surprised by the quick response
she received. After interviews, clearances
and home visits, Deborah was ready to start a position that would
change her life forever.
Since starting with Adoption ARC, Ms. Deborah has fostered 25
children. Each foster experience is rewarding and challenging in
its own way. Deborah enjoys seeing how much the babies change
within the time they are with her. She regrets that parents miss
the stage, and is conscious of the impact she has on the child
while they await their parents’ arrival.
Placement day is bittersweet for Deborah. She always makes a
point to bring each child to the agency and meet the adoptive
family. This important final connection gives a sense of closure.
When she sees the baby in his or her parent’s arms, she feels a
sense of relief and joy.
Seeing the children grow up through pictures and videos is very
rewarding for Deborah. She loves to receive emails, letters, and
holiday cards with pictures and messages. After working with so
many children, it is hard to maintain contact with all of the families, but Deborah tries her best to respond to every message she
receives.
As Birth Parent Counselors, we get to see the foster parents
when they receive the children into their
homes. The babies positively respond to
Deborah’s calming personality. Her patience
and love for each infant shines through when
you ask her about any of the babies. Deborah strives to build a connection and let the
child know they are going to be well taken
care of.
presents
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ADVOCATING FOR yOUR CHILD WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS

Adoption ARC thanks all of our foster families for the wonderful job they do in keeping
our children safe and caring for them.

Mary , Andrew, Sarah
and Ethan

Advocating for a child with special needs
can be frustrating, and more often than
not, emotionally draining. The frustrating part is that once your child begins to
exhibit signs or symptoms that require
specialized care you will get a lot of input
from family and friends about what you
need to do.

My husband, Andrew, and I are the proud
adoptive parents of Sarah and Ethan. Our son, Ethan, was not
communicating well from the onset. We were getting worried. At
1 ½ years of age, Ethan used only a handful of words and pointed
to objects as a means of getting what he wanted. The words that
he did know were often pronounced improperly, but close family
and friends were able to interpret what he was saying, anyway.
Before his 2nd birthday, I followed my instinct that something was
wrong, and made an appointment for Ethan to see a Speech and
Language Pathologist at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
(CHOP). This appointment changed our lives forever. Ethan was
tested by a very kind woman, Cindy S., who works at CHOP and
continues to conduct follow up testing on him for his speech and
language development to this day.
By the end of the appointment, I cried for numerous reasons. My
intuition was right. Ethan did require specialized services for
speech and language delays. I felt overwhelmed and uncertain
about the future for Ethan and our family. Thankfully, I was in
great hands and Cindy S. gave me resources and recommendations to help Ethan.
As parents, we have to advocate for our children. We have to put
their needs before our own. I have learned throughout this ongoing process that if a recommendation from a professional regarding your child and his or her progress does not sit right with
you-don’t just accept what you’ve been told. Do something about
it! The expression, “The squeaky wheel gets the oil,” is true.
I’ve requested to have Ethan’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
reviewed when it seemed like he needed more services. I’ve gone
over the heads of people who did not follow through on what I requested. I’ve written letters and been a thorn in the side (I’m
sure) of others to get what Ethan needed.
Being polite, but firm, can go a long way when dealing with people
over the phone. Never give up! Take a breather for a day or two,
but don’t stop the fight because you’re
frustrated.
Enlist the support of your spouse or partner, unless you are a single parent, because this can be time-consuming and
difficult to juggle in addition to working
full-time and parenting other children.
Don’t be afraid to network in order to get
things done for your child.
el
Art and his pass
ds
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Ethan has come so far since he was a
toddler. I cannot take all of the credit for
his progress, though. There were many
people along the way who have supported our family and
provided excellent services for our son. It truly takes a village to
raise a child.
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A CONVERSATION WITH AN
ADULT ADOPTEE
by Laura Hoffman, LCSW,
Social Work Supervisor

Sometimes the most valuable resource is so very close in FLASHB
AC
Ethan-w
dwig
s eyes on K: He
ri
proximity. As an adoptive parent, and a clinical social worker lay
shua for
forever fa ting about what
the first timJo
e
a
in 1996
mily mea
supervising the clinical staff at an adoption agency, obviously
ns to him
Sanne and Patricia
I find adoption, and all of its nuisances fascinating. As a parent
with Merle
and a professional I endlessly wonder what is in my child’s best
interest. I want to know the “right” way to relay information clear and extended who loved and accepted her unconditionally.
about my son’s biological parents. I want to assure my son that She was always allowed to ask questions about her birth parents
his adoption plan was created through love and caring, and that and she knew that her parents were always willing to answer whathe is special. I want my son to grow up with a strong sense of ever questions they could. She believes this to be essential for
self, of belonging and being self possessed and confident. So, I’ve healthy growth and development for all adopted children.
read basically everything under the proverbial sun to become
learned. I’ve attended trainings, conferences and workshops that When I asked Jodi what she wished were different about her adopspeak to these complicated matters. But ultimately, I was able to tion, she stated that she wished she had a picture of her birth pargo right to the source, my childhood best friend who happens to ents. She explained that one of the most difficult things about
also be an adult adoptee.
being an adoptee is to have a faceless image of such predominant
people in your life. “There is a curiosity that you carry with you,
Jodi and I grew up together, truly spending days on end riding wondering what these people look like, what their features are, and
bikes, sharing secrets and snacks, and time in one another’s if you resemble them. “
homes. I’ve always known Jodi was adopted, it was kind of a simple fact, like my middle name is Ellen, or I have an older brother For Jodi, a 43-year-old woman, the idea of an open adoption seems
named Michael. We are 43 years old, so obviously things were odd, and actually feels uncomfortable. She stated that she could
rather different “back then.” There was no open adoption, and not even imagine wrapping her head around such a dynamic. Jodi
records were sealed for eternity. As a child I didn’t think much went on to explain that her bonding and attachment very much ocabout Jodi being adopted, no one did. It wasn’t until my own in- curred with her parents, sibling, grandparents and extended family
fertility journey brought me to exploring adoption as an option members. It did not seem that there was room in her world for any
that I thought about Jodi in a different way.
additional family dynamics. As a matter of fact, Jodi describes the
thought of that openness to feel uncomfortable and threatening to
When I asked Jodi if I could write an article about her and her her very attached and bonded family system.
thoughts about being an adoptee she was apprehensive. She said
something that really resonated with me. She said, “I don’t know What really irritates Jodi is when people feel the need to clarify
Laura, it’s personal, it’s unique, it’s nothing I’m ashamed of, but her familial relationships with adoption as a precursor. “When you
it’s intimate.” As we talked further, Jodi was willing to share her are adopted as an infant, your adoptive parents are your parents.”
thoughts with me in the name of me writing an article for the Jodi continues to explain that in her opinion the need for some
benefit for adoptive parents understanding their children’s pos- people to clarify the adoptee’s status dilutes the authentic bond
sible needs and perspectives. Jodi explained to me that the fact that exists within the family system.
that she was adopted doesn’t predominate her, she knows it to
be true, but it’s not all of who she is.
In closing, what I’ve learned from my lifelong friend is that I, as an
adoptive mother and an adoption professional, must really let my
First, what Jodi has made so clear to me is that every adoptee’s son lead the way through his field of questions. I will answer what
journey is unique to them. She finds it disheartening to hear a I can, let him know what I don’t know, but most of all, give him permarginalized interpretation of how she feels about her status of mission to make sense of his story the way it feels natural to him.
being an adoptee. Jodi further explained that like most every- No matter how much openness, or how much information we can
thing in life, her views on being adopted, and her curiosity about provide to our children, they will unfold their adoption story slowly,
her situation has changed and morphed through the years. She over the course of their lives in the confines of safe and intimate
is grateful to her family who has always been open with her about space. We, as loving parents and professionals must allow them to
being adopted, and she firmly states that she doesn’t remember own what is theirs, in essence their feelings and not judge or mina time when she didn’t know she was adopted. Jodi believes that imize their experience.
she benefited from a family, both nu-
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WHERE DO I STAy AND WHAT DO I
DO IN PHILADELPHIA?
by Mary Kasper and
Tara Gutterman

Figuring out where you are going to stay
once your little bundle of joy is born can
be stressful. We have a few suggestions
to assist you in your search. Please remember that Adoption ARC does not
specifically endorse or assume any liability or credit for good or poor stays.
Website:

Tara and Mary

www.airbnb.com: I was referred to this
website by one of our Adoption ARC families who used it to book
their stay. All you have to do is type in your information and the
zipcode/location that you desire, and voila!-places come up for
you to choose from. This couple typed in the zipcode 19143,
which is the zipcode for Adoption ARC,
and they found a place down the street
from our agency!
Extended Stay:
www.anamcarabandb.com: This particular place has received rave reviews
Liberty B
ell
from several of our families who stayed
there! It is located in the Chestnut Hill
area, which is about 30 minutes away from
Adoption ARC, 15 minutes away from Center City Philadelphia, and about 5 minutes
away from Valley Green/Fairmount Park!
All Adoption ARC families will get a discount if you stay 14 days or more.
www.artmuseumguest.com: Check out
this website if you are interested in staying
in a fully furnished small home located the
Art Museum area, which is about 15 minutes away from Adoption ARC.

Skyline of

What To Do In Philadelphia:
As you know, Philadelphia is the City of Brotherly
Love and the Cradle of US Independence. We have
so many options available to everyone.
Some cultural and historic Points of Interest include the Liberty Bell, Independence Hall, The
Betsy Ross House, Congress Hall and the First
Bank if the United States.

Independence

Hall

For our art lovers and museum, we offer The
Philadelphia Museum of Art (Featuring the
Rocky Steps); The Rodin Musem, The Barnes
Foundation, National Museum of American
Jewish History and The African American Museum.
For the kids (and you), please check our
Boathouse R
ow
Philadelphia Zoo, Franklin Institute (named
after dear old Ben Franklin), The Please Touch
Museum, and the Academy of Natural Sciences as well as
Sesame Place, which is a short drive out of the city, and The Camden Aquarium.
If you love the theater, well, you are in luck, we have so many, including: the Walnut Street Theater; The Academy of Music; The
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and The Kimmel Center for the
Performing Arts. There are also many other smaller venues.
Are you a sports nut?? Then, welcome to Philly! We take our sports
seriously! The Eagles, Phillies, Flyers, 76ers and Wings all play their
home games in the South Philadelphia Sports Complex section of
the city. The Eagles currently play at Lincoln Financial Field (commonly referred to as “The Linc”), built in 2003. The Phillies
play at Citizens Bank Park, which opened in
2004. The Flyers, 76ers and Wings share the
Wells Fargo Center, opened in 1996. The
Philadelphia Union plays their home games at
PPL Park in the suburb of Chester, about 13
miles south of Philadelphia. All three venues
are within walking distance of AT&T Station on
SEPTA’s Broad Street Line
Philadelphia is a Big City with Small Cities inside- Explore Chinatown, South Philly (which has
Italian influences), The Northeast, West Philly
(University city), and Fairmount (near the Art
Museum within the sprawling Fairmount Park).
Don’t forget to see Boathouse Row in the evening
–all lit up or to grab a cheesesteak, hot pretzel or
water ice while you are here!

Philadelph
ia
www.thewindsorsuites.com- The Windsor
has been a favorite of Adoptive Parents
for years. They are hotel rooms with full
amenities and a small kitchenette. These are located on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway downtown with easy access to the Philadelphia downtown area.
Next time, we will talk about food… YUM!

www.oakwood.com- The Oakwood offers lovely, furnished apartments in the downtown area. These locations have gotten rave
reviews

If you ever have any questions, or would like some
suggestions, please call
(215) 748-1441 or email
mary@adoptionarc.com.

Extended Stay Hotel and/or Extended
Stay Chains:
Hilton: www.homewoodsuites3.hilton.com
Marriott: www.marriott.com
Korman Suites: www.kormanresidential.com
Hyatt Hotels: www.hyatt.com

LOVE Park

Rocky Statu
te in front
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a Museum
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TWO BIRTH MOTHERS AND TWO DIFFERENT OUTCOMES
by Lisetter Sanchez, BSW

Catherine was just sixteen and roughly
three months pregnant when I began
counseling her and her mother, Sally
through the creation of an adoption
plan. She was referred to me by an old
colleague with whom had worked with
when I began my career with foster to
adopt cases. Catherine desired adopor
ing with Hect
tion for her baby because the pregLisette clow
nancy was the result of sexual assault
and she wasn’t in anyway prepared emotionally, mentally or financially to assume
the responsibility of raising a baby. Meeting with an adoption counselor was described as “a blessing” by both Catherine
and Sally.
In 2012, Catherine placed a healthy and
beautiful baby boy named Adam with a
Birthmoms
lovely couple whom she had selected
after review of several profiles. After
Catherine made the careful and timely decision to match with
Mark and Brent, the adoption planning process grew “scary and
nerve-wracking” to her, as she didn’t know them personally and
only had pictures and a profile of them. To ease her fears, she
was provided the opportunity to meet with Mark and Brent in
person in Adoption ARC’s famous living room located on the seventh floor of the main office in West Philadelphia. That day,
Catherine was visibly tense and nervous, but as the meeting progressed, a more relaxed and happy Catherine came through. “I
felt happy and excited,” she says about her impressions of Mark
and Brent, “they were really nice and I knew that Adam was going
to have a good life.” Another great tie that she had with Mark
and Brent was that Mark, himself was an adoptee. He would certainly be able to relate those experiences with his son-to-be.
Each counseling session had a few goals in mind: to prepare her
for the emotional loss experienced at the time of placement; and
to ensure that all her desires, fears and concerns were addressed
appropriately along the way. The eagerly anticipated moment
came when I received word via text message from Sally one Friday evening of Catherine’s admission into labor and delivery.
Mark and Brent were in New York for the night, anxiously and excitedly awaiting more updates. For Catherine, nothing else mattered in those moments than successfully delivering Baby Adam.
As time passed into the middle of the night, pictures of a healthy
baby Adam finally came through. Catherine states that she cried
the moment she held Adam. Mixed feelings of happiness and
sadness overwhelmed her, all at once. The little boy she had
talked about and planned a future for was finally a REAL baby
whom she could actually hold in her arms and kiss.
As per Catherine’s request, Mark and Brent made their way to
the hospital the next afternoon. Upon their arrival, Catherine was
provided with a warm embrace, and in turn, they were welcomed
with sincere hugs from Sally and Sally’s good friend. Catherine
remembers feeling very tired that day, but she gained energy as
she witnessed Mark and Brent take turns holding their new son,
and observing their joy. “I knew adoption was the best for him

because I wasn’t mature enough to raise a baby,” Catherine answers when asked to describe her feelings about the adoption
plan after having bonded with the baby in the hospital.
The day of discharge proved difficult for Catherine. She was medically ready to leave the hospital before Baby Adam. She grew
anxious about leaving him there alone before he was discharged
with Mark and Brent but I reassured her that they would be visiting him until his discharge. Arrangements were made for
Catherine and Sally to pay a visit to Mark and Brent with Baby
Adam at their hotel room in the next few days. It was clear that
Catherine was missing Adam already and didn’t want to miss any
opportunity she had to see him before they were approved to
head home. Mark and Brent were very delighted that Catherine
had such love and concern for Adam but shared sadness with her
over her loss. They were very kind and comforting to her.
Three days after the birth, Catherine met
me at the New Jersey office to sign surrenders with a Notary present. She described
that morning as very sad and upsetting as
this was facing the finality of her decision.
Catherine broke down in tears after looking over to find her mother visibly sad,
after surrenders were completely signed.
Catherine couldn’t have had better support from her mother, Sally.

Birth mom Kim and her son
stay in touch

Sally took two weeks off from work and dedicated much of that
time consoling Catherine through that time of grief and loss.
Catherine doesn’t know how she would have done without her
mother’s consistent display of love and patience throughout the
adoption planning process.
Today, Catherine is doing quite well! She graduated High School
and celebrated her eighteenth birthday just this past May. She
remains in contact with Mark and Brent via email and phone calls,
and plans to see Baby Adam with his forever parents in only a
couple weeks. She’s dating and has time to socialize with friends.
She concluded the interview by stating, “I don’t regret my decision to place him for adoption. I would recommend adoption to
any teenager that can’t take care of their baby because it’s the
best choice. If there are fears of not seeing the baby, have an
open adoption like me.”
Her future plans include an internship with the police and eventually applying into the police academy. Having the authority to
arrest someone whose actions have severely impacted another’s
is desirable to her largely impart because of her experience of
being assaulted.
Carmen was just fifteen years old and eight months
pregnant when she was referred to Adoption ARC by her social worker in Philadelphia.
A very shy, apprehensive, yet
articulate and very mature Carmen mustered the courage to call the agency and ask
to explore her options with a counselor.
Birth mom
a
daughtenrd her
continued on pg. 12
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TWO DIFFERENT...continued

I met Carmen who was very
petite in size, wore glasses,
hair pulled back in a ponytail,
and very much nearing the
end of her pregnancy. She
was just an average teenage
girl who needed guidance
that she couldn’t get anywhere else. Carmen considered adoption for several
Aaron an
reasons: 1) She didn’t have
d Mick
the proper resources to
care for the baby. She lived
in a two-bedroom apartment with her mother who was temporarily unemployed because of a job-related injury. There was no money
coming in and financial assistance came in the form of loans
from family members and friends; 2) The birth father’s family
was vehemently opposed to the idea of their son co-parenting
at just sixteen years of age and recommended that the baby be
placed for adoption since both of them were clearly too young
to parent; 3) She had goals of finishing school and pursuing a career in engineering. Parenting at such a young age would only
delay pursuit of achieving them; and most importantly, 4) She
dreamed of giving her baby boy the opposite of what she grew
up having: a two parent household dedicated to providing him
love, attention, and patience and not having a day to day financial struggle.
To help her make an informed decision, counseling occurred in a
variety of places to accommodate Carmen and help her in reaching a decision. Meetings occurred at the agency, in the home
with her mother, at the park on a sunny day, in the conference
room with her medical team, and with the birth father’s family
in their home.
Sessions reviewed the next steps in the adoption process, discussed her expectations, addressed the reality of her situation,
discussed her feelings of grief and loss and methods of coping,
and more. After weeks of counseling and preparation work, the
idea of being faced with grief and loss became more and more
of a phenomena Carmen couldn’t bring herself to experience if
she didn’t have to. A couple weeks into our sessions her mother
and family volunteered to assist with co-parenting showering her
with baby clothes, a basinet, and stroller. With this much support, Carmen felt she didn’t know how she was going to proceed
with adoption confidently. According to Carmen, the closer she
got to delivering the baby, the more she grew anxious and depressed about the idea of having to “let go.” Carmen states that
counseling was very helpful and informative. Sessions with a
counselor provided her the setting to open up about her
thoughts, feelings, desires, and aspirations. As time passed,
rather than ask herself why adoption, she asked herself why she
was so much against parenting, and she couldn’t think of an answer.
Baby James was born on a warm summer day not long ago.
Today, Carmen says she’s very happy to be home with her little
boy and has received full support from her mother and loved
ones as promised. The relationship with her mother that was
once strained and seemingly irreparable is slowly working out in
her favor. She continues to take online classes in to graduate
high school and remains hopeful that she’ll be able to achieve all
of her goals in time. I certainly wish her good luck and will remain
a support in her life.
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IT IS TRULy BETTER TO GIVE
THAN TO RECIEVE
As the saying goes, Adoption ARC is
a 501(c) (3) charitable organization,
which means that when you contribute to us, you get a tax deduction.
Now, there is an even easier way to
“give”. Please go to our web site and
hit the “donate” button on the top of
the page. It’s painless, I promise. You
will get a certificate of donation to print
for your records right away. Every little
bit helps! No amount is too small and
everything is appreciated.
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ARC also has set up a brokerage account to
receive stocks and bonds. Because we are a
501(c)(3), the donor avoids capital gains tax.
Terri and Ri

an
Moreover, Mary Kasper put together toiletries, which she distributed to area homeless shelters, in an effort to assist those women and children
who do have access to these items. The shelters were so grateful for these items, which are always in demand and help their
clients to feel a little bit more at home. Mary is our “grass
roots” outreach lady. With Mary’s dazzling personality, she is
energetic, and eager to promote Adoption ARC’s mission.

ADOPTION ARC is sponsoring a Food Drive for Philabundence.
Philabundence was created in 1984 with the simple belief that
no man, woman or child should go hungry. Their growth and
eventual integration with the Philadelphia Food Bank in 2005
has made us them the region’s largest hunger relief organization.
From children and seniors to the increasing number of working
poor, hunger affects close to a million individuals throughout
the Delaware Valley. (Philadelphia is part of this area, as is
Southern New Jersey and Delaware).
Philabundance provides food to approximately 65,000 people
per week through their direct services and network of 500
member agencies including emergency food kitchens, food
cupboards, senior centers, and more. They serve low-income
residents at risk of hunger and malnutrition, of which 23% are
children and 16% are senior citizens. These services are accessed by vulnerable populations such as those with disabilities or suffering from mental illness, as well as families slipping
through the hunger safety net.
This is such a worthy cause and many of our birth families directly benefit from this wonderful organization. Please contact
us about how to donate.
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WE ARE THE WORLD
Do families have borders? We don’t think so.
We are so lucky to be able to offer our birth
families a variety of families to choose
from. Location does not appear to have
any bearing on their decision as to selecting the best family for their child. On that
note, we have been meeting with some terrific new domestic and international families.
As a fully licensed Hague agency though
March of 2016, we are able to offer our birth
parents US families, Canadian families and
families throughout Europe, including
Great Britain, The Netherlands, Germany,
Switzerland, and Ireland.

German Reunion: Axel and Birgit
Bohnensteffen are hosting an
Adoption ARC Summer Reunion on Saturday, August 17,
2013 at their home in SchlossHolte, Germany. They have
been kind enough to open this
meeting up for Waiting Families, Prospective Adoptive
Parents and those who have
already adopted. Adoption
Senn and Lynn
introduce ARC Founder Tara Gutterman
their little brot
her, Dean
will be present at the reunion. Please RSVP to
TaraLaw@aol.com.

In March of 2013, I attended a meeting in
The Meyer
family in
New York at the Council on Accreditation
Germany
regarding having Belgium working with
US agencies to place children with Prospective Adoptive Parents in the Netherlands.
It was interesting and informative to be
able to hear their thoughts on working
with us.

Stephan,
Merle an
d Paul
get toge
ther

SWITZERLAND
S
w i t z e r l a n d
August 18-21, 2013- Tara will be wrapping
up her time abroad with a meeting in
Switzerland. She will be happy to meet
with Prospective adoptive parents oneon-one by appointment only. If interested,
please
contact
Tara
at
TaraLaw@aol.com.

The De Jag
e r an d
Van Den Bo
s family

VISITORS

This summer, I will be
meeting with families
who are both looking
to learn more about
Joshua, Juliana
and Patrick the
US
adoption
at the German
Reunion
process and who have
already adopted through
Adoption ARC. I will attend Adoption ARC Reunions being held in
both Germany and The Netherlands.

The past six months have been busy with visitors at the agency. We have given about one
in-person information session with prospective adoptive families per week or every two
Merle hosts a one on weeks. We really enjoy meeting in person or
one sesssion
by SKYPE with our prospective families as
ite
qu
is
Anna Maria
they
can see us as people , not just an amthe swinger!
biguous “agency” which can be impersonal.
Adoption ARC prides itself in our warmth and
Currently, Adoption ARC is partnered with A New Way in The
personal touch. When you call us, we know
Netherlands and Choices in British Columbia, Canada. Please
who you are and we are connected to your
contact them if you have interest in those international profamily.
grams and reside in their respective vicini- Tomer is the
master ofoffical grill In May, 2013, our partner agency in the Netherties. Also, we have contact with the
2013
government in Saskatchewan, who does
lands, A New Way, stopped by for some work
not require an in-between agency.
and fun. It is always delightful to see Patricia and Sanne. We are
truly awed by the way that they have bloomed as an agency in
THE NETHERLANDS
NETHERLANDS just 18 months and we look forward to doing more great work toAugust 10, 2013- Prospective and Waiting gether. We spent some time discussing policy and procedure and
Adoptive Parents FREE Meeting at the Ren- the different issues which we see in our respective practices. We
aissance Amsterdam from 10:30am - always feel like we have an open communication and both our
Remco and M
artijn and 12:30PM. Breakfast will be served. Please agencies believe and support the adoption triad to.
their forever
RSVP to TaraLaw@aol.com.
son, Dan
The extra bonus was getting to see the kiddies who are just sweet
Dutch Reunion: Adoption ARC Reunion at the and smart-true US kids! I am looking forward to meeting them
Renaissance Amsterdam near Central Station, located at Katten- again in Amsterdam in August, 2013.
gat 1 1012 SZ Amsterdam, Netherlands on August 10, 2013 from
In July, 2013, my former clients and dear friends,
1:30-3PM. Refreshments will be served. Please RSVP to
Paul de Leeuw and Stephan Nugter came to
TaraLaw@aol.com.
Philadelphia for a visit with son, Kas, almost 12, and
Toby, almost 11. Laura and I were fortunate enough
BERLIN, GERMANY
GERMANY
to visit with them at their home last summer in
August 14-16, 2013-Tara will be happy to meet with Prospecthe Netherlands which was a pleasure. This year,
tive adoptive parents one-on-one by appointment only. If inand
a
r
a
I hosted a bar-b-que at my home with a USA
T
n
terested, please contact Tara at TaraLaw@aol.com.
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VISITORS...continued
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theme, as we just passed the 4 of July and
we had all the American treats which everyone thoroughly enjoyed. I cannot tell you
how loving and wonderful Stephan and Paul
are as daddies. Their sons are confident,
bright, sweet and loving and handled themselves with such poise and grace. My son,
Jonah, who is Toby’s age had a ball seeing
his “Dutch buddies” again and they played
became
Toby and Jonah
sports well into the evening. Paul and
fast friends
Stephan were one of the first same sex
couples to adopt in the Netherlands. They
were the trailblazers and what an amazing
job they have done, as we continue to have
excellent traditional and same sex couples
12 years later. Anyone who questions
whether same sex couples should adopt
children, need only spend a few hours
with this incredible family to see the fah
milial love flowing from both sides.
it
w
hat
Dad c ul
d
n
a
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Mom
a n a nd
Steph

When you work at
Adoption ARC- every day
is a day at the beach

Patricia and Sanne of A
New Way...

Jonah teaches
Kas and
Toby how to m
ake a s'more

present the best, unbiased introduction to
Adoption ARC’s model of working and conveying our respect for all members of the adoption triad.
We want to give our heartfelt thank you for
those who have agreed to volunteer their time
and hearts: Eddy Sholten and Edwin Koolhof;
Marlies Bakker and Johan Schaap; Nicole and
Gerwin Haumann; Marco Banis and Alex Veldhuizen; Peter and Karin van der Zwan; Ed and
Geertje Mantel; Andre and Marianne van den
Bos; Daniel Barten and Franklin Tolhuijsen;
Marco and Sabine Boer; Ricke Rinckes and
Thea Verweil; and, Bjorn Van Grunsen and
William van Loon.

Wendy, Martijn
and Julian

March 14
th
and 3rd Happy 1st
siblings L birthday to
ente and
Boaz

In the future, we envision putting together a web
site in Dutch to be hosted in the Netherlands in
order to further the mission of this group. This
group will meet in person or via telephone with
any PAP interested in US Adoption. Each member, and all of you, have a unique and special
story as to how you became a “forever family”.

Clearly, this is a large undertaking and an invest- The Happy Van Den
Bos Family
ment in the continuation of ethically responsible
American adoptions. The generous donation of
this group’s time and effort helps every child who comes to The
Netherlands through Adoption ARC- and has the opportunity to
thrive in families, such as yours. Our advocates will be working
one-on-one with waiting PAPs and will be on-hand for our August
10th meeting.

THE GODFATHER IS GOING TO
BE A GRANDFATHER
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ADOPTION ARC AMERICAN
ADOPTION ADVOCATES
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Adoption ARC is in the process of creating a
new advocacy group in the Netherlands called
American Adoption Advocates. This group will include some
of our families who have demonstrated through their successful adoptions, that honoring the adoption triad leads to
successful outcome.
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Baby Ma
ntel ultra
sound
photo

Adoption ARC has been fortunate enough to have been the
first agency to place an infant in The Netherlands from the
United States in 1996. We also did the first same sex adoption
in The Netherlands from the US in 2001. As you know, we are
“one stop” shopping. At ARC, we meet and directly counsels all
of our birth families. You only work with us- no other non-accredited people or agencies. We are one hundred percent accountable
to you!
wethat
likeway!)
it that way!)
(And
we(And
like it
We envision this group to reach out to Prospective Adoptive Parents (PAPs) who are gathering information about how to proceed
with adoption from the United States. We believe this group can

Well, it is official, everyone’s favorite Dutch godfather, and
Adoption ARC Board Member,
Ed Mantel, is due to become a
grandfather or Opa. Dennis Mantel and Dominika Klijzing have a
baby on the way! Ed, and his
lovely wife Geerie are excited to
welcome their first grandbaby
and I am sure he or she will be
duly spoiled. Next time that you
talk to Ed, please give him and his
family your best wishes. I have attached a photo, given to me by
Daddy Dennis. This is going to be
one good-looking bundle of joy!
Until Next Time!!
Fondly,

ra and
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Tara, Merle, Laura, Mary,
Jenna, Lisette and Zoe

are just a click away!
Go to adoptionarc.com and lease make a tax deductible
donation in any amount to Adoption ARC to assist us with
our mission of serving families.

Adoption ARC
4701 Pine Street, Apt. J-7
Philadelphia, PA 19143
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